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Microblogging Content Propagation Modeling
Using Topic-specific Behavioral Factors
Tuan-Anh Hoang and Ee-Peng Lim
Abstract—When a microblogging user adopts some content propagated to her, we can attribute that to three behavioral factors,
namely, topic virality, user virality and user susceptibility. Topic virality measures the degree to which a topic attracts propagations by
users. User virality and susceptibility refer to the ability of a user to propagate content to other users, and the propensity of a user
adopting content propagated to her, respectively. In this paper, we study the problem of mining these behavioral factors specific to
topics from microblogging content propagation data. We first construct a three dimensional tensor for representing the propagation
instances. We then propose a tensor factorization framework to simultaneously derive the three sets of behavioral factors. Based on
this framework, we develop a numerical factorization model and another probabilistic factorization variant. We also develop an efficient
algorithm for the models’ parameters learning. Our experiments on a large Twitter dataset and synthetic datasets show that the
proposed models can effectively mine the topic-specific behavioral factors of users and tweet topics. We further demonstrate that the
proposed models consistently outperforms the other state-of-the-art content based models in retweet prediction over time.
Index Terms—Content propagation, virality, susceptibility,user behavior, microblogging.
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I NTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Content propagates among microblogging users through
their follow links, from followees to followers. The former
are the senders, and the latter are known as the receivers. A
receiver may adopt the content exposed to her based on a
number of factors, namely the: (a) virality of the sender [1],
[2], [3], (b) susceptibility of the receiver [4], [5], (c) virality
of the content topic [6], [7], and (d) strength of relationships
between sender and receiver [8]. User virality refers to the
ability of a user in getting others to propagate her content,
while user susceptibility refers to the tendency of a user to
adopt her followees’ content. Topic virality refers to the tendency of a topic in getting propagated. Since microblogging
has been shown rather an information source than a social
networking service [9], we assume in this paper that most
relationships among users in a microblogging site are casual
and identical in strength. We therefore focus on modeling
the user and content factors that drive content propagation
without considering the pairwise relationships among users.
The modeling of the virality and susceptibility factors has
many important applications. In advertisement and marketing, companies may hire viral users to propagate positive
content about their products, or to the advertisement with
viral content so as to maximize their reach [10]. Similarly,
politicians may leverage on viral users to disseminate their
messages widely or to conduct campaigning [11], [12]. Also,
one may detect events by tracking those mentioned by nonsusceptible users [13], and detect rumors based on susceptible users’ interactions with the content [14], [15].
●
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There has been a number of research works measuring
these virality and susceptibility factors from observed propagation data, e.g., [13], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. These works however suffer from
two major shortcomings: (i) they do not consider the interrelationship among the three factors, and/or (ii) they do not
model the factors at topic level.
Inter-relationship among user virality, user susceptibility and content virality. Prior empirical research have
suggested there are inter-dependencies among the three
factors [4], [5], [26], [28], [29]. Hence, the measurement of
a user’s susceptibility requires the virality of topics of tweets
propagated to her and the virality of users propagating the
tweets. The same can be said about the measurement of user
virality and topic virality. Existing models however measure
the three behavioral factors separately. That is, they measure
a user’s virality by aggregating propagations on her content
without considering the virality of content and susceptibility
of the receivers (e.g., [17], [18], [19], [22]). Again, similar
remarks are applicable to existing works that measure users’
susceptibility and topics’ virality (e.g., [20], [24], [27]). Such
simplistic approaches may lead to less accurate modeling
results.
Consider the example scenario of propagation in Twitter
shown in Figure 1 (a). In this example, content are tweets
(t1 , ⋯t13 ), and the tweets are propagated from the authors
(u1 , u2 , and u2 ) to their followers (v1 , v2 , and v2 ) when
the followers retweet (forward). Without considering the
followers’ susceptibility one may conclude that u3 is more
viral in propagating tweets than u1 since the former gets
more retweets (i.e., 7) than the latter (i.e., 6). However, v3
is observed to be much more susceptible than v1 and v2
since v3 retweets all the followees’ tweets. The same is
not observed on v1 and v2 . Moreover, u3 receives retweets
mostly by v3 while all u1 ’s tweets are retweeted by all the
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Fig. 1: Example scenarios of retweeting in microblogging.
followers. Hence, by considering that v3 is a susceptible user,
we conclude that u1 is more viral than u3 .
Similarly, without considering the users’ virality and
susceptibility, one may conclude that edu topic is more viral
than sports topic since the former attracts more retweets than
the latter (11 and 8 respectively). However, most of edu’s
retweets are due to u1 who is viral, and v3 who is susceptible.
sports in contrast attracts retweets from all the users. Hence,
a more reasonable conclusion is that sports is more viral
than edu. In this research, we will incorporate these interdependencies among the factors in our proposed models.
Topic-specific virality and susceptibility. Past studies
have shown that some topics are viral, e.g., political and
entertainment events [11], and disasters [30], while there
are also many other non-viral topics [5], [31]. Previous
works have also suggested that both user virality and user
susceptibility are topic specific: users are viral/ susceptible
on some topics but not viral/ susceptible on other topics
[2], [4], [5], [6], [22], [28]. Existing models however ignore
content topics (e.g., [13], [16], [19], [20], [21], [22], [24], [25],
[26], [27]). Such topic-independent approach may also lead
to inaccurate modeling results.
Consider another example scenario of propagation in
Twitter shown in Figure 1 (b). Here, again, content are
tweets, and they are propagated through retweets. A topicindependent model would conclude that (a) u1 is more viral
than u3 since the former gets more retweets (i.e., 7) than the
latter (i.e., 6), and (b) v3 is more susceptible than v1 since the
former retweets more than the latter (7 and 5 respectively).
However, on politics topic, (i) u3 receives retweets from all the
followers, and v1 retweets all the followees’ tweets; while (ii)
u1 ’s tweets are only retweeted by v1 , and v3 retweets only
u3 ’s tweets. Hence, we may conclude that, for politics topic
u3 is more viral than u1 and v1 is more susceptible than v3 .

Our research objective is to jointly model the above three
topic-specific behavioral factors, i.e., topic virality, and user
topic-specific virality and susceptibility from observed propagation data. Defined at the topic level, these factors can
be used to perform prediction of content propagation more
effectively.
To meet the objectives, we have to address a few challenges. Firstly, both content propagation and user-content
exposure instances are required for modeling the behavioral
factors. However, in microblogging, we could only observe
the adoption and propagation of content by users, but not
their exposure to content. Secondly, microblogging content
are known to be very noisy and their topics are not clear.
For example, [32], [33] report that as many as 75% of tweets
do not carry meaningful topics. Thirdly, each content propagation instance is jointly determined by all the three topicspecific behavioral factors. How to separate the effects of
each factor from the other two as we measure them therefore
another challenge. This scenario is analogous to the computation of hubs and authorities from a set of links between
web pages [34], and users’ influence and passivity in social
networks [21], except that we now have to consider three
(not two) factors simultaneously. Lastly, there is no groundtruth information for the virality and susceptibility factors.
The modeling results therefore cannot be evaluated using
the conventional ground-truth-based evaluation metrics.
In this paper, we address the first challenge by inferring
user-content exposure based on the chronological order in
microblogging users’ timeline and their following network.
To address the second challenge, we devise a multi-step
heuristic method for removing noise and identifying topics of the content, coupling with the state-of-the-art topic
model for microblogging content. For the third challenge, we
construct a propagation tensor representing senders - content
- receivers relationship, and propose a factorization framework on this tensor to simultaneously derive the three topicspecific behavioral factors. We develop two factorization
models base on the framework so as to learn the behavioral
factors effectively. Lastly, to evaluate the proposed models,
we examine the performance of our models in propagation
prediction tasks, comparing them with the state-of-the-art
baselines. We also use synthetically generated datasets to
evaluate the models and the learning algorithm.
It is important to note that the problem addressed in this
paper is related but not the same as modeling and maximizing information propagation. These research focus on (a)
deriving the propagation rate (e.g., [35], [36]), (b) mining the
interactions between user network and the diffusion process
[37], [38], [39], and (c) maximizing the number of users
adopting item subject to some constraint(s) (e.g., [40]). In
contrast, our work focuses on deriving user and item behavioral factors from the observed propagations. Also, our work
is related to but not the same as works on mining more finegrained factors underlying user virality and susceptibility
and content virality. Empirical studies have shown that there
are such factors, e.g., user and network characteristics [3],
[41], and emotional and linguistic characteristics of items
[7], [42]. Calibrating these fine-grained factors is however
beyond the scope of this work.
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1.3 Contribution
Our main contributions in this work consist of the following.
●

●

●

●

We propose a tensor factorization framework, called
V2S framework, to model an observed content propagation dataset using three behavioral factors, i.e.,
topic virality, topic-specific user virality, and topicspecific user susceptibility. Within this framework,
we develop two factorization methods: Numerical Factorization Method and Probabilistic Factorization Method
to simultaneously measure topics’ virality as well as
topic-specific users’ virality and susceptibility.
We convert the above constrained factorization problem into a unconstrained optimization which can be
solved effectively using gradient descent methods.
We apply the V2S - based factorization models to
predict retweets in a large Twitter dataset and show
that the models outperform state-of-the-art methods.
We also conduct extensive experiments on synthetic
datasets to verify the effectiveness of our approach in
learning the three behavioral factors.

1.4 Paper Outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We cover the
related works in Section 2. Section 3 provides justifications
that the behavioral factors should be modeled at the topic
level. We describe our V2S framework and the factorization
models in Section 4. We evaluate the application of the learnt
topics’ and users’ behavioral factors in retweet prediction
tasks using large real datasets, and give empirical analysis
of the factors in Section 5. We then verify the effectiveness
of our approach in learning the behavioral factors through
extensive experiments on synthetic datasets in Section 6.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2

R ELATED WORKS

In this section, we review prior works on analyzing content
virality, user virality and susceptibility in online social networks that are closely related to ours. Also, we review works
on retweet analysis since retweet is the most common action
that generates content propagation in microblogging sites.
2.1 Virality and Susceptibility Analysis
User virality and susceptibility. In many works, a user’s
virality is simply measured by FanOut, i.e., the average
number of friends the user diffuses item(s) to [16], [23]. Other
existing works borrow user influence as a proxy for user
virality, e.g., [19], [21], [22], [26]. On the other hand, prior
works has measured a user’s susceptibility by FanIn, i.e.,
the number or fraction of items the user adopts once she is
exposed to them [26].
Early studies of user influence and susceptibility in online social networks focus on examining the existence of
these factors and distinguishing them from other related
factors. For example, Crandall et al. [43] and Shi et al. [44]
showed that users in online communities influence each
others through their interactions. Anagnostopoulos et al.
[45], Aral et al. [26], and Fond et al. [46] proposed different
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randomization tests for distinguishing user influence and/or
susceptibility from homophily effects.
The subsequent works proposed different methods for
identifying influential and susceptible users in online social
networks. Cha et al. [19] found that the top influential Twitter
users as measured by the number of followers, page-rank
score, and the number of retweets are quite different. Weng
et al. [17] proposed a topic-sensitive pagerank algorithm
for ranking influential users in Twitter. Using the same
approach, Romero et al. [21] and Achananuparp et al. [13]
proposed HITS-based algorithms for ranking, respectively,
influential and passive, and originating and promoting Twitter users. There are also works on modeling user influence.
For example, Goyal et al. [47] and Liu et al. [18] proposed
different methods for learning users’ pairwise influence from
their social links, behavior traces, and generated content.
Cui et al. [22] proposed a factorization method for modeling
item-specific user influence.
Content virality. In some previous works, content virality has been simply measured by popularity, and viral
coefficient. Popularity can be defined differently including
the number of users adopting the item [27], [48], the number
of views, likes, comments, and shares [49], and the number of
downloads and citations [50]. Viral coefficient is defined by the
average number of new adopters generated by each existing
adopter [51]. For microblogging data, the viral coefficient of a
tweet is the same as the retweet count of the tweet. Previous
works on analyzing item virality include (a) empirical works
on examining effects of different factors on item virality; and
(b) works on predicting item virality.
In the first category, Romero et al. [52] showed that there
is a strong correlation between a hashtag’s virality and its
associated content. Berger et. al [7] showed that content
evoking higher-arousal positive or negative emotions is
more viral. Bakshy et al. [41] and Weng et al. [27] examined
the effect of the social network structures on item virality.
They found that most of the content are more viral within
communities of highly clustered network, while a few others
are more viral across many communities through weak ties
connecting the communities. Guerini et al. [50] examined
effects of linguistic factors showing that certain psycholinguistic style and readability have effects on popularity of
scientific papers .
In the second category, Szabo et al. [20], Li et al. [53], Shen
et al. [54], and Zhao et al. [55] proposed different models
for predicting long-term popularity of an item based on
its early adopting patterns. Shamma et al. [49] proposed a
classification method for predicting if a video goes viral in
the near future based on its viewing and sharing patterns.
Similarly, Bandari et al. [24] proposed both regression and
classification methods for predicting popularity of a news
article based on features that are derived from the article’s
content. Recently, Cheng et al. [56] proposed a classification
method for predicting the relative growth of the number of
users sharing an image based on the image’s content, its
early adopters, and the network among them.
In summary, the works mentioned above use simple
virality and susceptibility measures that only consider some
but not all the three factors in a common framework, hence
neglecting the inter-relationship among the factors. Our
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work here overcomes this shortcoming by showing how the
behavioral factors can be jointly derived from the data traces
of user - information content interactions in the propagation
process. The works in [25] and [57] are the most close to
ours. However, the former does not measure the factors
specific to topics, while the latter does not model virality of
topics. Aggregating the factors across topics oversimplifies
the problem and would results in less than optimal models.
Also, without topics’ virality, dealing with future content
items requires more side information which is not always
available. Our work, on the other hand, aims to model topicspecific virality and susceptibility factors, which would can
be easily used to predict propagation of future content.
2.2 Retweet analysis
Existing works on retweet analysis include: (a) empirical
works on studying the effects of different factors on tweets’
retweetability, and (b) works on modeling retweet actions. In
the former category, researchers have examined the correlation between retweetability with authority features [3], social
and emotional features [4], [5], [29], [58], and content and linguistic features [6], [42], [59]. Most of works in the latter category formulated the retweet modeling problem as a tweet
recommendation task in which retweets are considered as
positive user feedback [60], [61], [62], [63]. While these works
are reported to achieve high performance, they suffer from a
few shortcomings. First, they use features that require a large
dataset covering user activities over a long time period (e.g.,
users’ tweets, retweets, and interactions) or even no longer
available system features of Twitter (e.g., the retweet traces
of tweets). In contrast, our models only requires the retweet
data and considers new topic and user factors. Second, they
can only perform in-matrix recommendation: only tweets in
the training dataset can be recommended to users. Hence,
they cannot be applied to predict retweets for the future
tweets like our models.
Lastly, existing works on retweet modeling are based on
the similarity between the tweets’ topics and topical preference of users. Taking a different approach, our methods are
based on the similarity between tweets’ topics and topics’
virality as well as topic-specific virality and susceptibility of
users. Like in [63], the virality and susceptibility factors can
be further combined with the existing models to derive more
effective tweet recommendation methods. This extension is
however beyond the scope of this paper.

3

E MPIRICAL F INDINGS ABOUT C ONTENT P ROPA -

4

say user v is exposed to m if (a) v follows m’s author, and (b) v
receives and reads m. Lastly, m is said to be propagated from its
author u to v if (i) v follows u and (ii) v retweets m. We do not
consider in this work the subsequent retweets of m by v ’s
followers and by followers of the followers, since: (1) only
less than 5% of retweets are subsequent retweets [9], and (2),
as aforementioned, Twitter no longer provides subsequent
retweets’ trace.
3.1 Dataset
Our dataset is a large corpus of tweets collected just before
the 2012 US presidential election. To construct this corpus,
we first manually selected a set of 56 seed users. These
are highly-followed and politically-oriented Twitter users,
including major US politicians, e.g., Barack Obama, Mitt
Romney, and Newt Gingrich; well known political bloggers,
e.g., America Blog, Red State, and Daily Kos; and political
sections of US news media, e.g., CNN Politics, and Huffington Post Politics. The set of users was then expanded
by adding all users following at least three seed users so
as to get more politics savvy users. Lastly, we crawled the
following network among those users and all their tweets
posted during the first two weeks of October 2012. This period includes many events related to the 2012 US presidential
election, e.g., the national conventions of both democratic
and republican parties, and the debates between presidential
candidates. This dataset thus contains both network and
content propagation for a large set of Twitter users actively
participating US politics during a politically active period.
We therefore expect tweets in this dataset to be well read,
and highly retweeted.
In Twitter, topics of tweet content change rapidly and
so do the user behaviors [9], [64]. We therefore conduct our
analysis in a series of sliding time windows derived from
the crawled dataset, each within a short duration of time, to
examine topics and user behaviors in each window. More
precisely, as the crawled dataset spans over 14 days, we
divide it into 10 sliding windows: each window spans 5
days, and the sliding step is 1 day. This choice of window
size is based on the findings of Yang et al. [65] that most of
Twitter content have lifespan of around 5 days. Table 1 shows
the statistics about the data in each time window. Roughly,
in each time window, about 4% of tweets are retweeted and
each of such tweets generates around 3.5 retweets, leading to
around 14% of all the tweets are retweets. These numbers are
significantly higher than those reported in previous works
(e.g., [6]). This confirms that our dataset actually contains
tweets that are highly retweeted.

GATION

In this section, we conduct an empirical analysis of content
propagation on a large dataset collected from Twitter. The
methodology used to derive content propagation behavior
and topics will be presented. The study will show that virality and susceptibility contributing to content propagation
should be modeled at topic level.
In microblogging, retweet is the most common form of
content propagation. We therefore use retweet to define
propagation in the remaining part of this section. That is,
each original tweet m is considered as a content item, and we

3.2 Methodology
Both content propagation and content topics are usually not
observable when the microblogging data are crawled. We
have therefore devise the methodological steps to infer them
as described below.
Determining user-tweet exposure. In Twitter, the latest
tweets posted by a user’s followees always appear at the top
of her timeline. Hence, many tweets may have been missed
by the user who does not monitor the timeline closely,
and such tweets would never be retweeted. As Twitter API
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TABLE 1: Statistics of the dataset
268,676
269,163
268,386
267,898
251,940
250,559
252,139
266,093
265,698
263,262

9,612,207
9,555,811
9,362,051
9,247,465
7,646,186
7,651,155
7,941,359
9,561,264
9,363,371
9,169,674

#Retweeted
tweets
396,010
391,980
377,298
371,962
284,368
289,344
312,342
414,620
406,117
393,072

2

1

−3.05
−3.1

1,312,037
1,309,824
1,274,902
1,257,921
791,901
802,166
873,631
1,419,549
1,401,437
1,379,512

does not reveals the tweets seen by users, we define a time
window in which the received tweets will be read. We know
that every retweet by a user v comes with a corresponding
tweet m that v must have read. We first count the number
of other tweets v receives within the duration from the time
v receives m to the time v retweets m. Based on this count
we estimate Nr the number of tweets a user may read on her
timeline whenever she performs a retweet. We found that
Nr follows a long tail distribution. For more than 90% of the
times, Nr is not larger than 200. We therefore determine that
a user v receives and actually reads through the tweet m, i.e.,
v is exposed to m, if and only if m is among last 200 tweets
posted by v ’s followees up to the time v makes a retweet.
Otherwise, v is considered not exposed to the tweet m.
Topic discovery. We applied TwitterLDA model [31] to
automatically identify the topics of every original tweet. This
step is conducted for every time window, independently
from each others.
We first remove all retweets and non-informative tweets,
e.g., tweets generated by third party applications like
Foursqure or Instagram1. We then remove from remaining tweets all stop words, slang words2 , and non-English
phrases. Next, we iteratively filter away words, tweets,
and users such that: each word must appear in at least 3
remaining tweets, each tweet contains at least 3 remaining
words, and each user has at least 20 remaining tweets. These
minimum thresholds are designed to ensure that for each
user, tweet, and word, we have enough observations to learn
the latent topics accurately.
Figure 2(a) shows the likelihood of the TwitterLDA
model in the first time window with respect to the number of
topics K varying from 10 to 100. As expected, larger K gives
larger likelihood. The quantum of improvement decreases as
K increases. Considering both time and space overheads, we
set K = 80 for the first time window. The number of topics
in each of the remaining windows is determined similarly.
Based on the learnt topics and topic distributions of users,
we compute the topic distribution of every remaining tweet
m with author u as follows.
(1)
Dm,k ∝ θu,k ⋅ ∏w∈m φk,w
where Dm,k and θu,k is the probability of topic k of tweet m
and user u respectively; and φk,w is probability of word w
given topic k .
Due to the filtering steps above, many tweets are filtered
away, and there is only 15% of tweets are topically modeled
by the TwitterLDA model. We therefore expanded the set
of modeled tweets as follows. First, we include in the set
all the tweets of filtered away users that contain at least 3
1
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remaining words. Then, we compute the topic distribution
of each of these tweets using their (remaining) words and the
learnt topics, assuming the tweet’s author u (who is filtered
away) has uniform topic distribution (i.e., θu,k = 1/K ).
Moreover, as each tweet is a short document, we are
not interested in tweets that cover many topics. Instead, we
only consider tweets having some dominating topics. To do
this, we filter away tweets whose sum of top Kdom topic
probabilities is less than 0.95. Then, the remaining tweets,
we normalize their topic distributions such that: (1) sum of
Kdom highest topic probabilities equals to 1, and (2) all other
topics have probability 0. In this study, we set Kdom = 3. This
number is reasonable given that there are some suggestions
of assigning only one topic per tweet [31], [33].
Finally, for each time window, we obtained 25% tweets
with topic distributions. This agrees with the previous findings that only about 25% of all tweets are topical tweets [32].

3.3 Empirical Findings
We now present a set of findings about how different topics
get propagated (retweeted). In particular, we aim to answer the following questions: (a) Do all topics get equally
retweeted? (b) Does a user get relatively same amount of
retweets for every topic? and (c) Does a user performs
relatively same amount of retweets for every topic?
The common notations used in this paper are shown in
Table 2. Like in topic modeling, we conducted the following
analysis for every time window independently from the
others. Therefore, we exclude the index of time window in
the notations for the simplicity in presentation.
3.3.1 Topics of tweets and retweets at network level
To compare the likelihood of getting retweeted across topics,
in each time window and for each topic k , we derive the
relative popularities of topic k among the set of all original
tweets and the bag of retweets in the time window. The
former is called generating popularity of the topic k , denoted
by Gk , and the later is called propagating popularity, denoted
by Pk . The two popularities are defined based as follows.
1
Gk =
Dm,k
(2)
∑
∣M∣ m∈M
1
(3)
Pk =
∑m∈M [pm ⋅ Dm,k ]
∑m∈M pm
where, in each time window, M is the set of all content
items, and pm is number of time m is propagated successfully. Since we use tweets and retweets to define content
and propagation respectively, M is the set of original tweets
while pm is number of m’s retweets.
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Fig. 4: Correlation between topics’ popularities at individual level: (a, b) on the author side; and (c, d) on the receiver side
TABLE 2: Notations used to describe topic and behavioral
factor analysis in one time window
M
Mu
Mev
Ma
v
pm
Dm,k
Gk / Pk
Gu,k
Pu,k
Ev,k
Av,k
(u, v, m)
δuvm
O
Tk / T
Vu,k / Sv,k
Vu / Sv
Vk / Sk
V/ S

Set of all content items
Set of content items user u generated
Set of content items of user v exposed to/ adopted
Set of content items of user v adopted due to propagation
Number of time content m is propagated successfully
Probability of topic k in content item m’s topic distribution
Generating popularity/ propagating popularity of topic k
Sender-specific generating popularity of user u for topic k
Sender-specific propagating popularity of user u for topic k
Receiver-specific exposing popularity of user v for topic k
Receiver-specific adopting popularity of user v for topic k
A propagation observation
Indicator of (u, v, m) observation: = 1 if v adopts m, 0 otherwise
Set of all propagation observations
Virality of topic k/ Topic virality vector
Virality/ susceptibility of user u/ v for topic k
Topic-specific virality/ susceptibility vector of user u/ v
Set of targeting users for virality/ susceptibility for topic k
⋃k Vk / ⋃k Sk

To examine the difference between the two popularities
of topics, we use their Pearson rank correlation coefficient
P RCC , defined as below
K
∑k=1 (rG (k ) − r̄)(rP (k ) − r̄)
P RCC = √
(4)
√
2 ∑K (r (k ) − r̄ )2
∑K
k=1 (rG (k ) − r̄)
k=1 P

where rG (k ) is the rank of generating popularity of topic
k (i.e., the rank of Gk in G1 , ⋯, GK ), rP (k ) is the rank of
propagating popularity of topic k (i.e., the rank of Pk in
P1 , ⋯, PK ), and r̄ is the mean rank: r̄ = (K + 1)/2. Certainly,
P RCC ∈ [−1, 1]. P RCC is close to 1 (respectively −1) if the
two popularities are strongly correlated (respectively invert
correlated), and P RCC is close to 0 if the two popularities
are not correlated.
Figure 3 shows the Pearson rank correlation coefficient
between the two popularities across the time windows. The
figure clearly shows that (a) the relative popularity of a
topic in the bag of retweets is similar but not the same
as the topic’s popularity in the set of original tweets; and
(b) this observation is consistent across the time windows.
This implies that different topics have different likelihood of
being retweeted.
3.3.2 Topics of tweets and retweets at individual level
On the author side. In each time window, to compare the
likelihood of user u getting retweeted for different topics,
we compare the relative popularities of each topic k in the
set of tweets posted by u, and in the bag-of-retweets that u
got. The former is called sender-specific generating popularity
of u for topic k , while the latter one is called sender-specific
propagating popularity of u for topic k . The two popularities
are denoted by Gu,k and Pu,k respectively, and are defined
below.
1
Gu,k =
Dm,k
(5)
∑
∣Mu ∣ m∈Mu

1
(6)
∑m∈Mu [pm ⋅ Dm,k ]
∑m∈Mu pm
where Mu is the set of content items generated by u. In this
section, Mu consists of all u’s original tweets.
Similarly, we compute Pearson rank correlation coefficients between Gu,k and Pu,k for each user u, and between
Pu1 ,k and Pu2 ,k for each pair of different users u1 and u2 . Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the means and standard deviations of
the coefficients across the time windows. The figures clearly
show that, for each user, the relative popularities of topics
in her bag-of-retweets are different from that popularities
in her tweets, and are also different from the popularities
in the bag-of-retweets of other users. This implies that (1)
the same user has different likelihoods of getting retweeted
for different topics, and (2) the same topic has different
likelihoods of being retweeted when the topic is mentioned
in the tweets generated by different users.
On the receiver side. Similarly, in each time window, to
compare the likelihood of retweeting by user v for different
topics, we compute the relative popularities of each topic k
in the set of tweets v (exposed to and in the set of tweets
v retweeted. The former popularity is called receiver-specific
exposing popularity of user v for the topic k , and the latter
is called receiver-specific adopting popularity of user v for
topic k . The two popularities are denoted by Ev,k and Av,k
respectively, and are defined below.
1
Ev,k =
(7)
e Dm,k
e ∑
∣Mv ∣ m∈Mv
1
p D
Av,k =
(8)
m,k
a ∑
∣Mv ∣ m∈Mv
e
a
where Mv and Mv are the set of content items v has
exposed to and the set of content items v has adopted due
to propagation, respectively. In this section, Mev is consist of
original tweets v has received and read, while Mpv is the set
of retweets by v .
Again, we compute Pearson rank correlation coefficients
between Ev,k and Av,k for each user v , and between Av1 ,k
and Av2 ,k for each pair of different users v1 and v2 . Figures 4
(c) and (d) show the means and standard deviations of
the coefficients across the time windows. Again, the figure
clearly shows that, for each user, the relative popularities of
topics in the set of tweets she retweeted are different from
that popularities in the set of tweets she received and read,
and are also different from the popularities in the set of
tweets that other users retweeted. This implies that (1) the
same user shows different likelihoods of performing retweet
for different topics, and (2) the same topic has different
likelihoods of being retweeted when the topic is mentioned
in tweets received by different users.
Pu,k =
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U SING

In this section, we define the topic-specific behavioral factors
and present our proposed framework that incorporates all
the factors to generate microblogging content propagation
data. We also present two models that implement the proposed framework, and describe an algorithm for the models’
parameters learning.
4.1 Topic-specific Diffusion Behavioral Factors
We now define the following three users’ and content’s
behavioral factors.
Topic virality: This refers to the ability of a topic to attract
propagation. Every topic k is associated to a virality score
Ik ∈ [0, 1] indicating how viral the topic is, i.e. how likely a
content about the topic will get propagated.
Topic-specific user virality: This refers to the ability of
a user to get her content propagated for a specific topic. We
assign to every user u a topic-specific user virality vector
Vu = (Vu,1 , ⋯, Vu,K ) where Vu,k ∈ [0, 1] for ∀k = 1, ⋯, K . For
topic k , Vu,k denotes how viral user u is for the topic, i.e.,
how likely u gets propagations for her content with topic k .
Topic-specific user susceptibility: This refers to the tendency of a user to adopt content propagated to her for a specific topic. Each user v is associated with a topic-specific user
susceptibility vector Sv = (Sv,1 , ⋯, Sv,K ) where Sv,k ∈ [0, 1]
for ∀k = 1, ⋯, K , and Sv,k indicates how susceptible user v is
to topic k , i.e., how likely v adopts a content about the topic
k after being exposed to the content.
Note that not all users generate content with a given
topic, or have the chances to be exposed to content with
the topic from their followees. We therefore may not be
able to measure virality and susceptibility for every usertopic pair due to the lack of observation data. Instead, we
identify, for each topic k , the subset of users Vk generating
content about the topic, and the subset of users Sk being
exposed to the topic’s content. We then measure virality and
susceptibility specific to topic k for users in Vk and in Sk
respectively. We use V to denote the set of all V (u) vectors
with u ∈ V = ⋃K
k=1 Vk , and use S to denote the set of all S (v )
vectors with v ∈ S = ∪K
k=1 Sk . Similarly, we use I to denote
the vector (I1 , ⋯, IK ) of virality scores of all K topics.
4.2 The V2S framework
Our V2S framework represents each content propagation
observation by a tuple (u, v, m) where m is a content item
generated by user u, and exposed to user v . We use a binary
variable δuvm to denote whether v adopts m (δuvm = 1) or
otherwise (δuvm = 0). We call a propagation observation
positive or negative when δuvm = 1 and 0 respectively. In
V2S framework, δuvm depends on topic-specific virality of
u, topic-specific susceptibility of v , and the topics’ virality as
follows.
Consider a propagation observation (u, v, m), we assume
that the likelihood that v adopts m is determined by: (a)
m’s topic distribution Dm = (Dm,1 , ⋯, Dm,K ); (b) u’s topicspecific user virality Vu ; (c) topic virality I ; and (d) v ’s topicspecific user susceptibility Sv . Under this assumption, we

estimate δuvm using the dot product of Dm , Vu , I , and Sv .
That is,
l(δuvm ) ∝ f (∑K
(9)
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Vu,k ⋅ Ik ⋅ Sv,k ])
where f ∶ [0, 1] Ð→ R+ is a non-negative monotonic function; and l(δuvm ) is either (i) an approximation of δuvm ,
or (ii) the likelihood of δuvm , depending on the context.
Different forms of the l and f functions give rise to different
implementations of the V2S framework.
In V2S framework, the topics’ virality and the users’
topic-specific virality and susceptibility can be learnt
through solving the following minimization problem.
∗
∗
∗
(I , V , S ) = arg.minI,V,S L(I, V, S )
(10)
subject to
Ik , Vu,k , Sv,k ∈ [0, 1] for ∀u ∈ Vk , ∀v ∈ Sk , ∀k = 1, ⋯, K (11)
where and L is the regularized sum-of-loss:

L(I, V, S ) = ∑(u,v,m)∈O Rl,f (u, v, m)+
+ α ⋅ r1 (I, V, S ) + β ⋅ r2 (I, V, S ) (12)
where O is the set of all content propagation observations,
and Rl,f (u, v, m) is the loss in estimating δuvm with respect
to the actual form of l and f . The two regularization terms
r1 and r2 are defined as follows.
2
2
r1 (I, V, S ) = ∑u∈V [∣∣Vu − Pu,. ⋅ ∑K
k=1 Vu,k ∣∣ + ∣∣Vu ∣∣ ]+
2
2
+ ∑v∈S [∣∣Sv − Av,. ⋅ ∑K
k=1 Sv,k ∣∣ + ∣∣Sv ∣∣ ]
K
2
∑k=1 Ik ∣∣

(13)

2

r2 (I, V, S )
=
∣∣I − P ⋅
+ ∣∣I ∣∣
(14)
In Equations 13 and 14, P = (P1 , ⋯, PK ) in which Pk is
defined in Equation 3. Pu,. and Av,. are similarly formed
from Pu,k s and Av,k s which are defined in Equations 6
2
and 8 respectively. The term ∣∣Vu − Pu,. ⋅ ∑K
k=1 Vu,k ∣∣ is the
distance between Vu and Pu,. after weighting the latter by
sum of all components of the former. This term ensures
that Vu follows a distribution that is close to Pu,. as we
do expect that users should be more viral for topics which
they are more likely to get propagated. Similarly, the terms
K
2
K
2
∑v∈S ∣∣Sv − Av,. ⋅ ∑k=1 Sv,k ∣∣ and ∣∣I − P ⋅ ∑k=1 Ik ∣∣ ensure
that Sv and I follow distributions that are respectively close
to Av,. and P . Lastly, the regularization terms ∣∣I ∣∣2 and
2
2
∑u∈V ∣∣Vu ∣∣ , and ∑v∈S ∣∣Sv ∣∣ are to avoid overfitting.
4.3 Factorization models
We now describe two factorization models built based on the
V2S framework.
4.3.1 Numerical factorization model
In this model, we consider l(δuvm ) as an approximation of
δuvm , and f is the identity function. That is,
δuvm ≈ ∑K
(15)
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Vu,k ⋅ Ik ⋅ Sv,k ]
Given the approximation in Equation 15, the loss function
Rl,f (u, v, m) is then the squared loss, defined as follows.
2
Rl,f (u, v, m) = (δuvm − ∑K
(16)
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Vu,k ⋅ Ik ⋅ Sv,k ])
4.3.2 Probabilistic factorization model
In this model, we consider l(δuvm ) as the likelihood of δuvm ,
and f is a probability distribution. Since δuvm ∈ {0, 1},
we choose f to be the Bernoulli distribution with mean
µ(u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Vu,k ⋅ Ik ⋅ Sv,k ]. That is,

l(δuvm ) = µ(u, v, m)δuvm ⋅ (1 − µ(u, v, m))(1−δuvm )

(17)
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The loss function Rl,f (u, v, m) is now the negative loglikelihood of δuvm , defined as follows.

Rl,f (u, v, m) = −δuvm ⋅ ln(µ(u, v, m))−
− (1 − δuvm ) ⋅ ln(1 − µ(u, v, m)) (18)
4.4 Model Learning
Learning Algorithm. With respect to the loss defined in
Equations 16 or 18, the objective function L(I, V, S ) defined
in Problem 10 is not a convex function of (I, V, S ) but a
convex function of I , V , and S respectively. Hence, the problem can be solved efficiently by alternating gradient descent
methods [66]. However, due to the conditions in Equation 11,
we cannot apply the methods directly as they require variables unconstrained. To deal with these conditions, we first
tried the projected gradient descent method [67]. However,
this method only returns locally optimal solutions for the alternating optimization problems (i.e., minimizing L(I, V, S )
with respect to I , V , or S ), and hence results in poor solutions
for Problem 10. Hence, we make use of the following variable
transformation to transform the constrained variables into
unconstrained ones.
x = h(z ) or z = h−1 (x) for ∀x ∈ [0, 1]
(19)
where h ∶ R Ð→ [0, 1] is the sigmoid function3 :
1 exp(z ) − exp(−z ) 1
h(z ) = ⋅
+
(20)
2 exp(z ) + exp(−z ) 2
Now,
denote
Zt
=
(h−1 (Ik ), ⋯, h−1 (IK )),
s
−1
−1
Z (u) = (h (Vu,1 ), ⋯, h (Vu,K )), and Z r (v ) =
(h−1 (Sv,1 ), ⋯, h−1 (Sv,K )), then Z t , Z s (u), Z r (v ) ∈ RK .
In other words, Problem 10 becomes a unconstrained
optimization problem with respect to Z t , Z s (u)s, Z r (v )s,
and now can be solved using alternating gradient descent
based methods. The main idea here is to (A1) perform
gradient descent steps by Z s directions while keeping Z r
and Z t unchanged, followed by (A2) performing gradient
descent steps by Z r directions while keeping Z s and Z t
unchanged, and lastly (A3) perform gradient descent steps
by Z t directions while keeping Z s and Z r unchanged.
This process repeats until we reach a predefined maximum
number of iterations or when the values converge. In n-th
step of (A1) (respectively (A2) and (A3)), Z s (respectively Z r
and Z t ) is updated according to Equation 21 (respectively
Equations 22 and 23). In these equations, λs(n) , λr(n) , and
λt(n) are learning rate that are determined using the line
search method [67].
∂L
s
s
s
s
r
t
Z(n+1) ← Z(n) − λ(n)
(Z , Z , Z )
(21)
∂ Z s (n)
∂L
(22)
(Z s , Z(rn) , Z t )
Z(rn+1) ← Z(rn) − λr(n)
∂Zr
∂L
Z(tn+1) ← Z(tn) − λt(n)
(Z s , Z r , Z(tn) )
(23)
∂Zt
Complexity. The main computational cost in each gradient descent iteration of the above learning procedure is in
evaluating the objective function L(I, V, S ). From Equations 12, 16, and 18, we know that this cost includes (1)
cost of computing the loss in estimating all propagation
observations, and (2) cost of computing the regularization
terms. The former is O(Kdom ⋅ ∣O ∣) since we normalized
topic distribution of tweets so that each tweet has at most
3

h(z ) =

1
,
1+exp(−y )

with y = 2z , is another form of sigmoid function

8

Kdom topics, and the latter is O(K ⋅ (2 + ∣V ∣ + ∣S ∣)). Hence,
the cost of evaluating L(I, V, S ) is linear to the number of
propagation observations ∣O ∣, the number of topics K , and
the number of users ∣V ∣+∣S ∣. The number of iterations is data
dependent, and we often observe the convergence after tens
of alternating iterations, each with tens of gradient descent
iterations. Our method is therefore scalable to large datasets.
Parallel implementation. We present here an implementation of the above learning algorithm that allows us to
quickly evaluate the regularized sum-of-loss L(I, V, S ) and
its gradients by parallel computing. We first rewrite the loss
function as follows.
L(I, V, S ) = α ⋅ r1 (I, V, S ) + β ⋅ r2 (I, V, S )+
+ ∑u∈V ( ∑(u,v,m)∈Ou ∑Rl,f (u, v, m)) (24)
where Ou is the set of all propagation observations wherein
u is the sender, i.e., Ou = {(u, v, m) ∶ (u, v, m) ∈ O }.
As suggested by Equation 24, to evaluate L(I, V, S ),
we can use multiple child processes, each corresponding
to a sender u, to compute ∑(u,v,m)∈Ou Rl,f (u, v, m) simultaneously. We then use a master process to compute
α ⋅ r1 (I, V, S ) + β ⋅ r2 (I, V, S ) and aggregate results returned
by the child processes.
Similarly, the computation of gradient of L(I, V, S ) by
a direction is independent from those of all other directions (regardless of the variable transformation as in Equation 20). Hence, the gradient of L(I, V, S ) by Z t , Z s (u), and
Z r (v ) directions can also be computed simultaneously using
multiple child processes, each corresponding to a direction
h−1 (Ik ), h−1 (Vu,k ), or h−1 (Sv,k ).
In our implementation, in evaluating L(I, V, S ), we
build a process pool, and submit a process for computing
∑(u,v,m)∈Ou Rl,f (u, v, m) to the pool for each sender u. At
any time, a fixed number P of the pool’s processes are
running. In the ideal case, we can reduce the running time
of L(I, V, S ) to P times. Similarly, we use process pool to
reduce the running time in computing the gradients and
updating the variables.

5

E XPERIMENTS ON A R EAL DATASET

In this section, we evaluate and compare our proposed
methods with some baseline methods in future propagation
prediction task. Again, we use the Twitter dataset described
in Section 3.1.
To deal with the dynamic of topics and the propagation
factors, our dataset is divided into 10 consecutive sliding
time windows, each spans 5 days. Since we want to examine
different models in predicting propagation for the future
content, we conduct the same experiments for the time
windows independently. This also allows us to examine
the consistency of the predictive power of models across
time. Like in Section 3, we use original tweets as content,
and retweets as content propagation. That is, for each time
window, we train the models using data from first 4 days of the
window, and use the models to predict retweets for tweets posted
in the last day of the window.
5.1 Data Preprocessing
Topic discovery. For each time window, we first apply
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TABLE 3: Statistics of the experimental dataset (ExpDB).
Time
window ∣V ∣
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6,795
6,786
6,063
5,823
4,107
3,596
4,372
4,579
6,752
6,540

Avg.
∣Vk ∣

∣S ∣

Avg.
∣Sk ∣

664.95
677.85
607.79
557.54
397.25
361.89
444.04
487.23
703.26
648.53

26,295
26,280
24,391
23,072
10,701
8,990
11,396
12,763
28,625
27,029

8,475.65
9,188.06
8,001.73
7,010.48
3,624.50
3,361.96
4,342.80
5,357.58
9,522.31
8,786.13

#observation
in training set
all
positive
8,647,038 75,161
8,985,206 76,127
7,717,675 67,261
7,022,667 62,576
3,300,547 25,143
2,687,635 20,722
3,719,318 28,099
4,631,836 33,262
10,208,491 90,075
8,980,865 80,957

#observation
in test set
all
positive
1,643,727 11,382
1,044,329 7,050
921,216
6,525
1,215,506 8,617
1,022,287 6,961
880,724
6,004
1,152,191 8,129
2,406,220 17,618
1,086,309 7,806
1,130,862 8,751

TwitterLDA model on the set of all tweets posted in the
first 4 days of the window. We use the same pre- and postprocessing steps as in Section 3.2 for learning topics of the
tweets. We then use the learnt topic model to infer topics of
the tweets posted in the last day of the window.
For clarity, for each time window, we call the tweet m
a training tweet if (i) m is posted in the first 4 days of the
window, and (ii) m is topically modeled. Similarly, we call
the tweet m′ a test tweet if (i) m′ is posted in the last day of
the window, and (ii) m′ is topically modeled.
Training and test sets. We first apply the same steps
presented in Section 3.2 to determine user-tweet exposure
and identify all propagation observations. We then construct
the training and test sets of every time window as follows.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, for each time window and
each topic k , we only can measure user virality specific to
topic k for a subset of users Vk tweeting about the topic, and
measure user susceptibility specific to topic k for a subset
of users Sk who are exposed to tweets about the topic. We
therefore have to determine Vk and Sk for every topic k . To
do this, we first set Vk and Sk to be the set of all users in our
dataset. Then, to ensure that we have sufficient observations
for each user and each topic, we iteratively: (a) remove from
Vk users who have less than 5 training tweets about the topic
k that are read by users in Sk ; and (b), remove from Sk users
who either have no retweet on the training tweets posted
by users in Vk , or read less than 5 training tweets about
the topic k that are posted by users in Vk . The training set
of the time window then includes all retweet observations
(u, v, m) wherein u ∈ V , v ∈ S , and m is a training tweet
posted by u. Lastly, the test set of the time window includes
all retweet observations (u, v, m′ ) wherein u ∈ V , v ∈ S , and
m′ is a test tweet posted by u.
Table 3 shows the statistics of the final dataset, called ExpDB dataset, which has much fewer users than the original
dataset due to the different filtering criteria. Nevertheless we
still have a large number of retweet observations. The table
also shows that (i) the training and test sets have similar
positive observation rates across the time windows, and
(ii) in all the time windows, ExpDB is highly imbalanced
with less than 1% positive observations. This makes the
prediction task much more difficult.
5.2 Prediction tasks & Evaluation metrics
We examine the performance of different methods in the
following retweet prediction tasks.
Global retweet prediction. In this task, we aim to predict
positive retweet observations among all the observations in
the test set, regardless of the users in the observations.

9

For this task, for each retweet prediction method, we
generate a ranking of observations in the test set based
on the likelihood of retweet returned by the method. We
then construct a Precision-Recall (PR) curve from the test set
and the ranking, and measure the area under the PR curve
(AUPRC). Methods with the higher AUPRC are better. We
choose this metric since it has been shown to be more suitable
for highly imbalanced datasets like ours than other metrics
(e.g., precision and recall at some given cutoff, or ROC curve)
[68].
Personalized retweet prediction. In this task, given a
receiver v , we aim to predict tweets that v retweets among
all the tweets in the test set that v receives.
In this task, for each retweet prediction method and for
each receiver v , we generate a ranking of v ’s observations
in the test set based on the likelihood of retweet returned
by the method. We then construct a PR curve from the v ’s
test observations and the ranking. Lastly, we compute the
average area under all receivers’ PR curves (Avg.AUCPR).
Methods with the higher Avg.AUPRC are better.
5.3 V2S-based models & Parameter settings
We evaluate both two models presented in Section 4.3, i.e.,
V2S-based numerical factorization model and V2S-based
probabilistic factorization model. We denote the former by
V2SF , and the latter by V2SB .
In learning the models by alternating gradient descent,
we found that the converged measure values could be
obtained within 50 alternating iterations, each iteration includes 20 gradient descent steps. The control parameters
α, and β are also set through empirical evaluation on a
large set of tuples of values. That is, we try all possible
combinations of α, β ∈ {i × 10−j ∣i = 1, ⋯9; j = 0, ⋯5} and
compare their performance on the first window sub-dataset.
We found that parameter set α = 10−4 and β = 1 gives the
best performance. This parameter setting is reasonable as
Vu,k and Sv,k affect only a subset of retweet observations
where u and v are involved respectively. In contrast, we
have much fewer variables Ik that affect a much larger set
of retweet observations (where the tweets are about topic k ).
Hence, I should be regularized with a larger weight than
that of V and S . We therefore use these parameter settings
for all our experiments.
5.4 Comparison with baselines
We first compare our proposed V2S-based methods with
the following baselines for diffusion behavioral factors.
5.4.1 Baselines
We choose FanOut and FanIn as baseline for user virality
and susceptibility respectively. In our context, the topico
specific FanOut fu,k
of sender u for topic k is defined
as the ratio between u’s propagating popularity and her
generating popularity for topic k (defined in Equations 6
and 5 respectively)
⎧
⎪
⎪Pu,k /Gu,k if Gu,k > 0
o
fu,k
=⎨
⎪
otherwise
⎪
⎩0
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Fig. 5: Performance of different models for diffusion behavioral factors in (a) global retweet prediction task, and (b)
personalized retweet prediction task.
i
Similarly, the topic-specific FanIn fv,k
of receiver v for topic
k is defined as the ratio between v ’s adopting popularity and
her exposing popularity for topic k (defined in Equations 8
and 7 respectively)
⎧
⎪
⎪Av,k /Ev,k if Ev,k > 0
i
fv,k
=⎨
⎪0
otherwise
⎪
⎩
Lastly, we use the following baselines for virality of topic k .
●
●
●

Global popularity Gk as defined in Equation 2
Propagation popularity Pk as defined in Equation 3
Viral coefficient vck defined as the average number
of times an original tweet about topic k is propagated
(retweeted). That is,
1
vck =
[pm ⋅ Dm,k ]
∑
∣{m ∈ M ∶ Dm,k > 0}∣ m∈M

As above baselines measure only a single user/topic
factor, we combine them to the following retweet prediction
methods using three factors together.
●

●

●

FanOut & Global popularity & FanIn: The likelihood lg (u, v, m) that δuvm = 1 is defined as follows.
o
i
lg (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ fu,k ⋅ Gk ⋅ fv,k ]
FanOut & Propagation popularity & FanIn: The
likelihood lp (u, v, m) that δuvm = 1 is defined as
follows.
o
i
lp (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ fu,k ⋅ Pk ⋅ fv,k ]
FanOut & Viral coefficient & FanIn: The likelihood
lvc (u, v, m) that δuvm = 1 is defined as follows.
o
i
lvc (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ fu,k ⋅ vck ⋅ fv,k ]

5.4.2 Performance comparison
Figure 5(a) shows the performance of V2S-based models
and other baseline models in global retweet prediction task,
while Figure 5(b) shows the models’ performance in personalized retweet prediction task. The figures clearly show
that (i) the two V2S-based models have similar results while
the three baselines models have similar results, and (b),
across time windows, the V2S-based models consistently
outperform the baseline models significantly.
5.5 Comparison with content-based baselines for
retweet prediction
5.5.1 Baseline models
In this section, we compare V2S-based methods with methods specially designed for retweet prediction which can be
viewed as a kind of recommendation task.

As aforementioned in Section 2.2, existing retweet prediction methods are for prediction on existing tweets, and hence
are not applicable in our tasks - prediction for future tweets.
We therefore compare our proposed V2S-based methods
with the following content-based baseline models for the
retweet prediction tasks.
TBr model: The likelihood that δuvm = 1 depends on
topics of m, and topics where v is more likely to adopt due
to propagation (retweet).
T Br (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Av,k ]
TBsr model: The likelihood that δuvm = 1 depends on
topics of m, topics where u is more likely to get propagated
(retweeted), and topics where v is more likely to retweet.
T Bsr (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Pu,k ⋅ Av,k ]
TBtr model: The likelihood of δuvm = 1 depends topics
of m, topics that are more likely to be retweeted by all users,
and topics where v is more likely to retweet.
T Btr (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Pk ⋅ Av,k ]
TBstr model: The likelihood that δuvm = 1 depends
topics of m, topics where u is more likely to get retweeted,
topics that are more likely to be retweeted by all users, and
topics where v is more likely to retweet.

T Bstr (u, v, m) = ∑K
k=1 [Dm,k ⋅ Pu,k ⋅ Pk ⋅ Av,k ]
Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR) model [69]: This
model combines collaborative filtering data with contentbased features to perform recommendation tasks. Similar
to our proposed methods, CTR is solely based on hidden
user and content characteristics, and therefore is a suitable
baseline. In applying CTR, we set the number of topics to
the same as that of TwitterLDA model (see Section 3.2).
5.5.2 Performance comparison
Figure 6(a) shows the performance of V2S-based methods
and other content-based baseline methods in global retweet
prediction task, while Figure 5(b) shows the models’ performance in personalized retweet prediction task. Among the
baseline methods, TBr and TBsr outperform the others in
both tasks. This suggests that user specific retweetable topics
give a stronger retweet prediction than globally retweetable
topics. The fact CTR performs worse can be explained by
CTR suffering from noise as the model infers tweet topics
and user preference simultaneously, while other methods
does not since we employ the topic normalization step (see
Section 3.2). Again, the figures clearly show that, across time
windows, the V2S-based methods consistently outperform
the content-based baseline models significantly.
5.6 Case studies
We present here case studies to illustrate how the V2S-based
methods work differently than the baselines.
Viral topic example. Table 4 shows the profiles of topics
having significantly different scores by different topic virality models. For each topic, the topic’s label is manually
assigned based on its representative words, and further
insights from its top tweets. A topic’s top words are the
words having the highest probabilities given the topic, and
4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United States
presidential election debates, 2012
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TABLE 4: Profile of example viral topics at time window 4.
#On-topic
#On-topic Proportion of retweets
Virality
#On-topic
retweet
positive
of top 1% by top 1%
Global Propagation
Viral
by
by
tweets observations observations retweeted retweeting popularity popularity coefficient V2SF V2SB
(rate)
senders
receivers
Romney at the 1st
2,144
15,769
244,604
19.4%
5.2%
0.08
0.10
0.05
0.18
0.10
4
presidential debate
(0.9%)
Obama at the 1st
2,086
14,061
223,985
17.4%
5.0%
0.07
0.10
0.04
0.86
0.27
presidential debate4
(0.9%)
Unemployment
2,211
6,427
183,004
23.4%
4.9%
0.03
0.09
0.14
0.79
0.26
rate
(1.2%)
“Big bird” icon in
2012 presidential
4,428
55,725
573
14.3%
2.6%
0.01
0.03
0.07
0.99
0.87
election campaigns
(1.0%)

Topic
Id

Topic
Label

2
12
71
41

TABLE 5: Profile of example viral users at topic 2 (Romney at the 1st presidential debate4 ) of time window 4.
#On-topic
#On-topic
#On-topic positive
Proportion of retweets
Virality
FanOut
tweets retweet observations observations (rate) by top 10% retweeting receivers
by V2SF by V2SB
rolandsmartin
50
5,618
57 (1.0%)
26.3%
1.3
0.24
0.34
mmfa
9
2,198
47 (2.1%)
14.9%
1.1
0.65
0.96
user

TABLE 6: Profile of example susceptible users at topic 2 (Romney at the 1st presidential debate4 ) of time window 4.
#On-topic
#On-topic
#On-topic positive
Proportion of retweets
Susceptibility
FanIn
received tweets retweet observations retweet observations of the top retweeted sender
by V2SF by V2SB
susieq68old
22
179
10 (3.57%)
50.0%
2.13
0.54
0.76
treecia73
16
104
8 (7.69%)
25.0%
1.23
0.68
0.99
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Fig. 6: Performance of different retweet recommendation
models in (a) global retweet prediction task, and (b) personalized retweet prediction task.
the topic’s top tweets are the tweets having the lowest
perplexities given the topic. Also, for each topic k , we select
a set of tweets with the normalized probability of topic k
(see Section 3.2) is at least θ = 0.5, and call them the on-topic
tweets of topic k . The table shows that topic 2 (Romney at the
1st presidential debate4 ), topic 12 (Obama at the 1st presidential
debate4 ), and topic 71 (Unemployment rate) are more popular
and have more retweets than topic 41 (“Big bird” icon in
2012 election campaigns). However, the three formers have
significantly higher proportions of retweets by their top 1%
retweeted senders/retweeting receivers than those of the
latter. This suggests that topics 2, 12, and 71’s retweets are
mostly due to their top viral senders and/or top susceptible
receivers. Hence, it is reasonable that topic 41 is assigned
much higher virality scores by V2SF and V2SB models.
Viral user example. Similarly, Table 5 shows the profiles
of two users having most number of retweets for topic 2
(Romney at the 1st presidential debate4 ). The user rolandsmartin
has more retweets for topic 2 than the user mmfa. However,
on the topic, rolandsmartin has lower retweeting rate. Also,
the table shows that rolandsmartin’s proportion of retweets
by top 10% of her retweeting receivers is significantly higher
than that of mmfa. This suggests that rolandsmartin’s retweeting users are more susceptible at topic 2 than those of mmfa.
It is therefore reasonable that mmfa is assigned much higher
virality scores by V2SF and V2SB models.

Susceptible user example. Lastly, Table 6 shows the
profiles of two users retweet the most for topic 2 (Romney
at the 1st presidential debate4 ). The user susie68old retweets
more for the topic than the user treecia73. However, susie68old
has lower retweeting rate for the topic. Also, on topic 2, the
table shows that susie68old’s proportion of retweets by her
top retweeted senders is significantly higher than that of
treecia73. This suggests that susie68old’s retweets are mostly
due to a viral sender. V2SF and V2SB models therefore
reasonably assign higher susceptibility scores to treecia73.

6

E XPERIMENTS ON S YNTHETIC DATASETS

Since real datasets do not have ground-truth information
on the virality and susceptibility factors, it is impossible to
evaluate the accuracy and efficacy of the proposed models
in recovering the factors using the datasets. In this section,
address this by conducting experiments on synthetically
generated datasets.The data generating process is designed
to follow the findings of previous empirical works and does
not follow our proposed model closely. This is to ensure that
we obtain good datasets for fair evaluations of the models.
6.1 Synthetic Data Generation
Generating the user network. We generate a follow network
of N users whose in- and out-degrees are at least dm in and
have power law distributions with exponent α as follows.
We first sample a degree sequence of N nodes from the
power law distribution. We then sample links for the nodes
using the expected degree model [70] with the generated degree
sequence. Lastly, for each node having less than dmin incoming links, we sample more incoming links for the node using
the same probabilities as in the previous step until it gets
dmin incoming links. Similarly, we sample more outgoing
links for the nodes until each has at least dmin outgoing links.
Generating the tweets. Given the number of topics K
and the number of topics dominating each tweet Kdom <
K , we generate the set of tweets for each user as follows.
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K

gV (u, k ) + gI (k ) + gS (v, k )
3
k=1
wherein, gD (m, k ) is the probability of topic k in tweet m
that is generated in the previous step. Similarly, gV (u, k ),
gI (k ), and gS (v, k ) are ground-truth virality of user u for
topic k , virality of topic k , and susceptibility of user v for
topic k as generated previously.
prob(u, m, v ) = ∑ gD (m, k )

6.2 Performance Comparisons
We now evaluate our proposed V2S-based methods and
other baselines in recovering ground-truth topic-specific virality and susceptibility using the synthetic datasets. Similar
to experiments in Section 5.4, we use FanOut and FanIn
as baselines for user virality and susceptibility respectively,
and use Tweet popularity, Retweet popularity, and Viral
coefficient as baselines for topic virality.
We generated synthetic datasets with different number of
users N , number of topics K , and score width ǫ parameter
settings, while fixing α = 2.5, dimin = domin = 3, ntweet
min = 10,
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First, we sample a topic distribution for each user so that the
distribution is totally skewed to 10% of the K topics. This
skewness is to make each user’s tweets focus on only some
topics and hence, for each topic the user tweets about, we
have enough number of retweet observations to learn her
virality for the topic. Then, the number of tweets of each
tweet
user is uniformly drawn from the range [ntweet
min , nmax ]. To
generate topic distribution for a tweet of user u, we sample
the tweet’s main topic from u’ topic distribution. We then
assign a probability of 0.9 for this main topic. Lastly, we also
randomly choose other Kdom − 1 other (dominating) topics of
the tweet, and randomly assign probabilities for these chosen
topics so that the probabilities sum up to 0.1.
Generating the ground-truth scores. We randomly
choose a small number of topics, let say Kviral = 10% of K ,
to be viral topics. These topics have virality scores randomly
uniformly drawn from [1 − ǫ, 1) for a small value of the so
called score width ǫ, while the remaining topics have scores
uniformly drawn from [0, ǫ). For each topic, we randomly
choose a small number of users having at least one tweet
about the topic, let say Nviral = 2% of N , to be viral users
at the topic. For each user u and each topic k , if u is viral
at k , the virality score of u at k is uniformly drawn from
[1 − ǫ, 1). Otherwise, the score is uniformly drawn from [0, ǫ).
Similarly, for each topic, we also choose a small number of
users receiving at least one tweet about the topic, let say
Nsusceptible = 10% of N , to be susceptible users at the topic.
For each user v and each topic k , if v is susceptible at k ,
the susceptibility score of v at k is uniformly drawn from
[1 − ǫ, 1). Otherwise, the score is uniformly drawn from [0, ǫ).
Generating the retweet observations. Now that we have
generated the following network, the set of tweets by each
users, it is straight forward to determine which users receive
which tweets of other users: v receives tweets from u if v follows u. For simplicity, we assume that v reads all the tweets
she receives. Hence, we define as retweet observations all
the tuples of (u, m, v ) where: (i) user v follows user u, and
(ii) m is a tweet of user u. A retweet observation (u, m, v ),
is assigned to be a positive observation (i.e., v retweets m)
with the probability prob(u, m, v ) computed as follows.
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Fig. 7: Performance of different models in experiments with
synthetic datasets

ntweet
min = 100, Kdom = 3, Kviral = 10% of K , Nviral = 2% of
N , and Nsusceptible = 10% of N . For each dataset instance
and each model, we rank topics by their virality scores
produced by the model and select the top scored 10% topics
as the predicted viral topics and denote the set by Tp . The
precision@10% of the model for topic virality is then defined
∣T ∩T ∣
by p∣Tg ∣ g where Tg is the set of viral topics in the ground
truth. For each topic k , and for each user virality model, the
model’s precision@2% of topic-specific user virality for topic
k is similarly defined, and its precision@2% across topics is
computed by averaging the precision from all topics. Lastly,
for each user susceptibility model, we compute the model’s
precision@10% across topics in the similar way.
Figures 7 (a), (d) and (g) show the precision@10% of topic
virality models, precision@2% of user virality models, and
precision@10% of user susceptibility models as we varies K
from 10 to 100, keeping N = 10, 000 and ǫ = 0.1. The figures
show that the V2S-based models significantly outperform
other models. All models demonstrate decreasing precision
as K increases. They however still outperform the random
selection significantly.
Similarly, Figures 7 (b), (e) and (h) show the
precision@10% of topic virality models, precision@2% of
user virality models, and precision@10% of user susceptibility models as we varies N from 1000 to 10,000, keeping
K = 100 and ǫ = 0.1. Figures 7 (c), (f) and (i) show the
precisions as we varies ǫ from 0.1 to 0.5, keeping K = 100 and
N = 10, 000. Again, all the models demonstrate decreasing
precision as N and ǫ increases though still outperform the
random selection significantly; and the V2S-based models
significantly outperform other models.
6.3 Scalability
We theoretically analyse the complexity of our learning
algorithm for V2S-based models and describe a parallel
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Fig. 8: Running time of the V2S-based models in different settings of the number of (a) users, (b) topics, (c)retweet
observation, and (d) parallel threads.
implementation in Sections 4.4. We now empirically examine
the running time of the algorithm and the efficacy of the
implementation.
Running time. Figure 8 (a) shows the running time of
V2S-based models in one alternating iteration as we varies
N from 1000 to 10,000, keeping K = 100. Similarly, Figure 8
(b) shows the running time as we varies K from 20 to 100,
keeping N = 10, 000, and Figure 8 (c) shows the running
time as we varies number of retweet observations ∣O∣ from
1 million to 10 millions, keeping K = 100 and N = 10, 000.
In all these three cases, we keep ǫ = 0.1. The figures clearly
show that the running time of V2S-based models are linear
to the number of users, the number of topics, and the
number of retweet observations. This verifies the learning
algorithm’s theoretical complexity, and shows its scalability.
Efficacy of the parallel implementation. Figure 8 (d)
shows the running time of V2S-based models in one alternating iteration as we varies the number of parallel processes
from 1 to 8, keeping number of retweet observations ∣O∣ = 10
millions, K = 100, and N = 10, 000. The figure shows
that the larger the number of parallel processes used P
results in less running time, and the amount of improvement
decreases as P increases. This shows the efficacy of our
parallel implementation. The fact that the running time even
increases slightly when P is increased to 8 is expected due
to the additional time for managing the process pool.

We would also like to incorporate more fine-grained factors affecting the propagation. These factors include users’
positions in the network, linguistic features in content, and
emotion factors of users.

7

[12]

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we study user and content factors underlying
content propagation in microblogging. Motivated by an
empirical studying showing that different topics have different likelihood of getting propagated at both network and
individual levels, we propose to model the factors to topic
level. We develop V2S, a tensor factorization based framework and its associated models, to learn topic-specific user
virality and susceptibility, and topic virality from content
propagation data. Our experiments on a large Twitter dataset
shows that the proposed V2S-based models outperform
baseline models significantly in propagation prediction. Our
experiments on synthetic databases also show that our proposed models outperform all the other baseline methods in
learning the topic-specific factors.
In the future, we want to relax the assumption on the
tie identical strength by incorporating heterogeneous pairwise influence among users in modeling the propagation.
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